**Ordering over the phone is inefficient & error prone.**

Most customers call to place orders, but when it’s busy, they are forced to wait on hold or worse, hang up out of frustration.

Calls are time consuming, which takes reps away from selling, and there is no record of the conversation (other than the unreadable yellow notepad).

Your customers are ASKING for a better way.

Over 90% of contractors wish they could text their distributor, but distributors don’t have a way for customers to text orders or questions to the branch.

**ProKeep is text messaging designed for distributors.**

Our platform is an efficient way for you to communicate and build relationships with your customers and it is designed for your current workflows.

ProKeep saves time and improves accountability by quickly routing orders to available reps thereby reducing wait times and by keeping a record of all conversations to eliminate miscommunication at the counter.

Our cloud based solution can be operational at your branches in hours and requires no IT or phone system changes. Additionally, customers can experience the conveniences of texting immediately since there is no App to download.

- **90%** of contractors wish they could text their distributor
- **2x** Americans exchange twice as many text messages as they do calls

"**After only 30 days, ProKeep is saving dozens of phone calls a week.**

Chuck Kaiser  
VP-GM, Acme Refrigeration"

"**ProKeep adds the convenience of texting with the “paper trail” of a notebook.**

David Sosna  
General Manager, Comfort Supply"

"**ProKeep cuts down on simple order fulfillment calls, which allows my sales guys to spend more time with customers.**

Kevin Kenneal  
Branch Manager, Flick Distributors"

"**It is amazing how fast certain customers have adopted this new way to communicate with my people.**

Jeff Schmidt  
President, Mar-Hy Distributors"

info@prokeep.com  504.233.9566